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This lesson deals specifically with ‘lap dancing’ clubs in Britain,

but more generally with the exploitation and objectification of

women

As before, read through the PPT, and answer the questions at the end.

There is an article to read on ‘erotic dancing’ (Licence to Dance) which

will help with your answers.



Lap Dancing

A lap dance is a type of erotic dance performance offered in some

strip clubs in which the dancer typically has body contact with a seated

patron. Lap dancing is different from table dancing, in which the dancer

is close to a seated patron, but without body contact.

With lap dancing, the dancer may be nude, topless or scantily dressed,

depending on the laws of the country and the club's policies. With full-

contact lap dances, the stripper may engage in activities such as

"grinding" or "twerking"





Lap Dancing Clubs

One young dancer said

“Lap-dancing is about creating a situation whereby the men feel they 

are doing you a favour - that's the way the game is set up, so all the 

power is with the customer." 

She believes that for men who visit lap-dancing clubs, enjoyment 

comes mainly from handing over the money, not from the dance itself



Many people are critical of lap-dancing clubs and believe that they 

encourage the exploitation and objectification of women. 

Some campaigners go further and believe that they should be closed 

down.

Some sociologists believe that lap dancing is a form of gender 

exploitation, where males are encouraged to judge females on the basis 

of the appearance and body shape. 

Of course, this is quite common in the mainstream media, especially in 

popular music videos, and TV talent shows (X-factor, etc.)

Consider the images from ‘dance’ music videos on the next slide. 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWGSd0G7jBg

Watch this (Don’t worry  - it’s nothing smutty (It’s a short film made 

by the University of Gloucestershire)

Key questions:

Is the pole dancer in the film being exploited, or is it her chosen job?

Should women be encouraged to take ‘pole dancing’ as a career?

Write a short paragraph about your views on this issue.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWGSd0G7jBg




Read the article (Licence to Dance) and consider the following questions . . . .

[01] Should lap dancing clubs be banned?

[02] What is meant by the term ‘objectification’?

[03] Are women judged more on their appearance than men?

[04] Should we be concerned with lap dancing  / pole dancing clubs?

[05] Is lap dancing a form of gender exploitation?

Something to do:

• Find out about feminism

• Suggest three things which feminists believe

• What would a feminist say about lap dancing clubs?


